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Abstract. One of the least-explored aspects of the biography of the Ruthenian Prince Rostyslav Mykhailovych, a maternal nephew of King Daniel Romanovych of Rus’, is his court in a new homeland, the Kingdom of Hungary, between 1242/43 and 1262/64. It is known from various sources that he had numerous supporters among the secular and clerical nobility not only in Hungary but also in the lands of Galicia, Chernihiv, and Bolokhov. To date, however, too little information has been obtained from historical records containing clear mention of individuals who threw in their lot with the runaway prince in the lands of King Bela IV, especially after the defeat at Yaroslav on August 17, 1245. Having verified chronicles and Hungarian charters, the author concludes that the family of Rostyslav Mykhailovych and Princess Anna might well have been related to Lev and his sons, Fedir and Stephan, who were lords of Borod Land near Mukachevo in Bereg County. These people, who must have been descended from the nobility of Chernihiv or Galicia, succeeded one another in an effort to put Prince Rostyslav himself or his second cousin Iziaslav Volodymyrovych on the Galician throne throughout the 1240s and 1250s, all to no avail. What is important is that such attempts were always timed to coincide with the Mongol threat to the lands of the Romanids, which provided the claimants to the Galician throne with additional (albeit missed) chances of success. Their loyalty to the son-in-law of the Hungarian king was rewarded by the latter’s daughter Anna (terminus ante quem 1264); she granted them lands, which were afterwards in the successive possession of the last members of the Arpad dynasty on the Hungarian throne as well as the new kings from the Anjou dynasty. Borod Land remained in the family’s possession at least until the second half of the 14th century.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The poetics The 2019 publication by Dr. Đura Hardi [1], a historian from Novi Sad, provides new insights into the biography of Rostyslav Mykhailovych († before July 16, 1264), one of the most extraordinary princes of the 13th century, who, among other things, occupied the Galician throne. The Itinerarium of the Ruthenian prince reflects the dynamics of his life and reign; and in terms of geography, it is almost on a par with the itinerary of his famous maternal uncle King Daniel
Romanovych of Rus’ († 1264) [2, p. 7–34; 3, p. 207–227]. While this short but very compact and informative monograph of the Serbian scholar summarizes the biographical findings about the prince, it practically makes no mention of the long-standing historiographic issues associated with the prince’s family ties [4, p. 52–57; 5, p. 453–475; 6, p. 465–466; 7, 8, p. 844; 9, p. 12–19; 10, p. 99–129], the lives of his relatives [11], as well as his court in Hungary composed of runaway boyars or Galician clergy*, among others. In his book, D. Hardi mentions these issues only in passing, thus pursuing a somewhat different research objective.

2. Analysis and Discussion

Our interest in the above-mentioned issues, as exemplified by [15, p. 177–178, 268–269, 373; 16, p. 112–121], has led us to conduct this small study intended to expand our knowledge about the circle of Ruthenian boyars who were in close contact with Rostyslav Mykhailovych and his family through a comparative analysis of the well-known chronicles and Hungarian charters of the 13th and 14th centuries. Moreover, this research is motivated not only by the recent extensive archaeographical studies of the 13th-century Chronicle of the Romanids (commonly referred to as “The Galician-Volynian Chronicle”) conducted by Polish and Slovakian researchers [17; 18] or the textual criticism of its particular parts performed by Ukrainian historians**, but also by the continuous, meticulous work of Hungarian researchers with a view to publishing Hungarian medieval charters [20].

In the context of this research, it is important to consider several key events in Prince Rostyslav’s life at the turn of the 1230s and 1240s which determined his destiny in the Hungarian Kingdom. Aided by his father Mykhailo Vsevolodovych († 1246), the prince, still rather young, took possession of Halych at the turn of 1235 and 1236; he enjoyed considerable support from the nobility, both local and newly arrived with the Olhovids from Chernihiv Land. However, during his campaign against the Lithuanians in 1238 (supposedly at the head of a Galician contingent in alliance with Prince Konrad of Masovia), he had to relinquish the city to his maternal uncle Daniel Romanovych and flee to Hungary. Throughout the year 1239, Mykhailo Vsevolodovych made numerous attempts to marry Rostyslav to any daughter of King Bela IV († 1270), all to no avail. The Mongol invasion of 1239–1241, the seizure of Chernihiv and Kyiv by the nomads, the plunder on the territory of the Romanids and the campaign against Hungary and Poland forced Prince Mykhailo’s family to wander the Piast lands in Volyn’, finally returning to Chernihiv Land in the summer of 1241. From there, Rostyslav Mykhailovych, helped by his various allies, made another attempt to reestablish himself in Halych, but all in vain. For some obscure reasons, without the mediation of Mykhailo Vsevolodovych, Bela IV did marry his daughter Anna († after 1270) to him at the turn of 1242 and 1243; and as his overlord (Galitiae Lodomeriaeaeque Rex), Bela IV guaranteed his son-in-law support in his further fight for the Galician throne. Yet, Rostyslav did not succeed; and after Hungarian and Polish allied forces were totally defeated by the Volynian princes Daniel and Vasylko, the Romanids, († 1270) at Yaroslav on August 17, 1245, he fled to Hungary never trying to take possession of Halych again [1, p. 124–125]. His future was closely connected with the new fatherland. By the way, Rostyslav was the only Ruthenian prince to marry a daughter of a ruling Hungarian king and yet choose to join his father-in-law’s court; he became Dominus of Machou, with June 28, 1254 regarded as the datum ante quem for the title being conferred upon him [21, p. 19–20; 1, p. 91].

Needless to say, the prince must have been surrounded by a certain hitherto little-known court or retinue recorded in an onomasticon, whose origin has always been somewhat unclear. The court of Rostyslav Mykhailovych, the number of his Ruthenian allies among the boyars might have continued to increase in subsequent years. We have previously presumed that the father of the would-be-lord

---

* For details about individual persons, see [12, p. 79–90; 13, p. 161–172]. The names of these individuals defy identification. In addition, it is commonly known that a Ruthenian contingent of considerable size allied itself with King Bela IV of Hungary and fought in the battle against Duke Frederick of Babenberg on June 15, 1246; according to the latest research findings, it was Prince Rostyslav with whom the duke was associated [14, p. 63; 1, p. 86–90].

** Relevant in this regard is the paper by a Kyivan researcher [19, p. 447–462].
Peter Petenyé, also named Peter, might have belonged to the young prince’s court [15, p. 373]. It is highly likely that Artemii, a former bishop of Halych [17, p. 205, 254, 257], as well as Bishop X of Peremyshl (his name being unknown) [17, p. 255], might have gone to Hungary to join Rostyslav. There were certain boyars from Chernihiv who received allotments of land from Dobroslav Suddych in Kolomyia Volosť, with the terminus ante quem being 1241 [17, p. 243]. Nothing is known about the lives of those people after the arrest of the disgraced boyar by Prince Daniel in the second half of 1241. Both they and the numerous Galician supporters of Rostyslav, whose names are frequently mentioned in the chronicle from the late 1230s to the early 1240s, could continue to serve their prince outside his former homeland. In order to do that, they had to move to Hungary and receive lands there, like many boyars of various origins had done before [15, p. 166–177, 182–184, 191–193, 195–198, 202–203]. Such a tradition is known to have continued. This might also have been connected with Prince Rostyslav’s personal relations with his supporters among the nobility of Chernihiv or Halych.

Thus Mykhailo Hrushevskyi noted the diploma confirmed by Junior Queen Elisabeth († around 1290) in 1264; it mentions certain noblemen who served Anna, Prince Rostyslav’s wife. The historian referred to them as “Ruthenians by origin or authoctons” [22, p. 501]. Let us consider the context and content of the document.

“No Elisabeth dei gracia junior regina Hungarie, ducessa Transsilvaniae, domina Cumanorum, significamus universis quibus expedite presentes, quod Lve cum duobus filiis suis Fudri et Stephanis, ad nostram accedens presentiam, nobis humiliter suplicavit petens, ut terram Borod vocatam [possibly present-day Barbovo Village in Mukachiv District, Transcarpathian Region, Ukraine. The possibility of interpreting the toponym as Brod, i.e. “ford”, is not rejected either. – M. V.] in comitatu de Bereg sitam prope Munkaach [present-day Mukachevo in Mukachiv District, Transcarpathian Region, Ukraine. – M. V.] sibi per dominam Annam ducessam de Machov, sue de Bazna perpetuali collatam, prout in litteris eiusdem domine Anne exinde consecfis nobis per predictum Lve presentatis vidimus contineri, eidem pacifice relinquentes, nostrarum eciam patrocinio literarum dignemur confirmare” [23, p. 98].

 Chronologically, the confirmation of the land tenure coincided with the death of Prince Rostyslav’s death, which occurred between 1262 and 1264, with around December 17, 1263 being the datum ante quem, as per D. Hardi [1, p. 120]. While it is difficult to identify the date of Anna’s land tenure and state conclusively that the need for the confirmation arose from the Dominus of Machou’s death, it seems possible that the group of boyars in question belonged to the court of Anna and her Ruthenian husband. What is particularly intriguing is the onomastic of the newly arrived men, Lev and his two sons, Fedir and Stephan, especially in the context of examining the textual complexity of the chronicle, which has hitherto been dated 1255 and which we consider to be thematically connected with Princess Anna’s diploma cited above:

The Court of Rostyslav Mykhailovych, Prince and Dominus of Machow, in Hungary …

Danylovych present

The chronological basis is established on several narratives, and we are interested in the one telling about the short-lived unsuccessful reign of Prince Iziaslav Volodymyrovych in Halych and in the concluding passage connected with it: “хліб він не впоміг, і що робити, не вмів. Йому ж не вміло впасть неглибоко в серце ваше». Онім же рокам і сьотворим уповілені на твою. Поема ж и Роман вов, і хоча в ньох і напади, і він зазнало, але ж не розуміє коу, да оутече, впобє ж на комары цьо врковныа, и химери наружних оутр впобє бжх. Столищо ж тепло в князю Романку, жаже в він кріпко зоря, четвертия він спіде. Князь ж прівє втйо своєму. Слівшай ж тепі в Левь, але ж Федорь [emphasis added. - M. V.] послань втйо него кь Солемь, яко сьо було слоуто своє, гна по немь, самь же оутече, а люди его поима поехальь бь в оутры” [17, p. 355–361].

The most recent analysis of the above lengthy passage was conducted by Vadym Aristov, who argues that it is hardly possible, or impossible, that Prince Iziaslav might have struggled for the Galician throne in 1255 [19, p. 450]. Having made complicated textual reconstructions, the historian believes that this passage “intergrates two texts which […] refer to different events: the preparations of Iziaslav Volodymyrovych for the campaign against Halych in the 1230s and Kuremsa’s attack at Kremenets during his campaign against Volyn’” [19, p. 461]. Thus, according to the historian, the Ruthenian ruler, whose last mention in the narratives of similar sort of events dates as far back as 1236 [19, p. 452], could hardly have been able, after 19 years, to renew attempts to gain possession of Halych. By contrast, he believes that Fedir who is mentioned in the above passage served as an emissary for the Tatar named Milei, whom the Romanids punished for treason [19, p. 459]. Though the researcher rightly points out that there is “an abundance of toponyms with the root ‘соль’ [meaning “salt”, i.e. “sil” in Ukrainian – transl.note] in Galicia” [19, p. 460 note 31], he links the toponym “ко Солемь” with the present-day urban-type settlement called Stara Sil in Staryi Sambir District, Lviv Region (Ukraine). That being said, however, the researcher leaves the following questions unanswered: Why did Milei send Fedir “ко Солемь” (sic!) and who is Fedir? Nor does the researcher consider the fact that the forces hostile to the Romanids made repeated attempts to reconquer Halych and Galicia taking advantage of the Mongol threat to the Volynian lands owned by Ruthenian princes. In late 1253, Prince Daniel accepted a royal crown from the Pope’s legate Opizo in Dorohochyn, thus creating a clear reason for breaking the 1246 agreement with Batu Khan (+ 1255).

It should be noted that before the publication of V. Aristov’s article, the majority of researchers, including Mykola Kotliar, the only author of a special biography of Prince Iziaslav Volodymyrovych [24, p. 228], did not question the fact that Prince Iziaslav had intended to take possession of Halych in 1255 [25, p. 376; 26, p. 154 : Iziaslav Mstyslavovych, not Iziaslav Volodymyrovych; 18, p. 226], though they did not conduct a textual analysis of the above-cited passage as thoroughly as V. Aristov did. The Polish researcher Adrian Jusupović, one of the most recent and most meticulous explorers of the 13th-century Chronicle of the Romanids, did not find it strange that Prince Iziaslav had made a long (1236–1254) pause [27, p. 107].

Leaving the textual disputes aside, let us consider more profoundly the content of the above-cited diploma of Junior Queen Elisabeth. It mentions “Lve, cum duobus filiis suis Fudur [emphasis added. - M. V.] scilicet et Stephano”, who were once rewarded by Rostyslav’s wife Anna (datum ante quem 1264) with “[…] terram Borod vocatam in comitatu de Bereg sitam prope Munkaach” [23, p. 98; 28, p. 51]. In our opinion, the localization terram Borod is the equivalent of Barbovo Village (Mukachiv District,
Transcarpathian Region), which is located at a distance of approximately 25 km from the Mukachevo mentioned in the act, which may well be described with the word prope. By contrast, the urban-type settlement called Svaliava, which we regard as equivalent to the description “ко Солемь” given in the chronicle, is situated on the famous pathway running from Hungary to Galicia, also at a distance of approximately 25 km from Mukachevo in a south-westward direction.

A chronological and geographic comparison of the data in the the 13th-century Chronicle of the Romanids, Princess Anna’s diploma and Junior Queen Elisabeth’s confirmation allows for a cautious identification of the Fedir in the chronicle as the Fedir – the son of a certain Lev. It seems more reasonable to suggest that in 1255 Fedir moved “ко Солемь” because, following the logic of the 1264 confirmation, it might have been very close to his family’s realms, including the terra Borod vocata gained by the family during the rule of Rostyslav and his wife in the early 1240s in Comitatibus Abaújvar, Szabolch et Zemplín”. In addition, it is more logical to admit the possibility that it was Prince Izyaslav who might have sent Fedir. Most researchers agree that Prince Izyaslav also belonged to the Olhovids, being a second cousin of Rostyslav Mykhailovych (their common great-grandfather was Prince Sviatoslav Vsevolodovych, † 1194). Izyaslav himself used to seek refuge in Hungary, often accompanied by the other boyars from Halych, for instance by Zhyroslav in 1227 [17, p. 117]. He must have had many acquaintances among the nobility there; and after 1245, among the nobility surrounding his second cousin, the king’s son-in-law. Thus sending Fedir “ко Солемь” in search of military support seemed like a logical thing to do because it was in the eastern lands of Hungary that Dominus Rostyslav of Machou’s family remained in the possession of the property granted by Bela IV. Princess Anna (terminus ante quem 1264) received the Castle of Füzér (present-day Borsod-Abaúj-Zemplén megye, Hungary) from her father [30, No. 70].

It is obvious that Izyaslav Volodymyrovych must have been close with King Bela IV’s other son-in-law, Prince Lev Danylovych, so he was aware of his influence in the court through his wife Constance († after 1287/88) and so on. Thus it is no surprise that Lev’s detachments might have caught up with Fedir at some place (unspecified in the chronicle) capturing his servants, but not him. Though nothing is known about Fedir’s life after the events described in the chronicle, the 1264 donation of Borod and its further confirmation by Junior King Stephan († 1272) in 1270 seem to refer to this very Fedir, his younger brother Stephan and their father Lev.

“Stephanus dei gratia iunior rex Hungariae, dux Transilvanus [...] volumus pervenire, quod accedens ad nostrum presentiam Leve cum duobus filiis suis, videlicet Fudur et Stephano, literas domine regine iunioris karissime consortis nostre nobis exhibuit humiliter supplicando [...]. Nos igitur peticionem ipsius, quia iusta erat et legitima, regio favere duximus annuendum, ita scilicet, quod et nos ipsam terram predictis Leve et filiis suis, ac eorum hereditibus heredumque successoribus, dedimus donavinus et contulimus in perpetuum possidendum, et confirmare ipsas literas domine regine karissime consortis nostre nostrarum presencium literarum munimine roborando” [23, p. 98].

The names Leve/Lve/Lue/Lue and Fudur/Fudor/Fedor, in contrast to Stephan (Stephanus), are relatively rare in Hungary [31, No. 136, 232; 32, No. 477; 33, p. 126; 34, p. 291; 35, p. 486; 36, p. 162–163; 37, p. 165, 216, 339; 38, p. 88, 159]. Given the assumptions about the relations with Izyaslav Volodymyrovych, it seems logical and understandable that the family obtained land grants right there, in Bereg County, and, just as important, from the wife of Rostyslav Mykhailovych.

Still unresolved is the question about the former homeland of these royal servants. We are inclined to regard them as belonging to the Galician nobility or the newly arrived Chernihiv nobility, who began to sporadically appear in the life of Galicia in the early 13th century [17, p. 31–39] and even received land donations from Galician boyars during the time of the Mongol threat. The fact that the diploma granted by Princess Anna or the confirmations issued by the married couple, Junior Queen Elisabeth and Junior King Stephan, do not contain the descriptive word Ruthenus, or a semantically similar word, typically used to refer to those coming from the lands of the Rurikids, does not pose a
problem in this case. Not many newcomers deserved such a description [15, p. 391, 394], nor were the inhabitants of Galicia gene rally referred to as “Ruthenians” in the 12th and 13th centuries. By contrast, within the context of personal communication between the family of Rostyslav Mykhailovych and that of Lev and his sons, the need for such an identification disappeared automatically.

Therefore, in the light of the arguments presented, Lev and his sons, Fedir and Stephan, can be regarded as belonging to the nobility who supported Prince Iziaslav Volodymyrovych and Prince Rostyslav Mykhailovych and who were probably descended from boyars. Lev’s son is mentioned in the 1255 chronicle as well as among the lords of Borod Land in Bereg County [23, p. 98; 28, p. 51]. One of the best explorers of the historical geography of the Hungarian Kingdom, György Györfy, believed that it was not known from the charters of the 13th and 14th centuries who the other recipients of the land grant were [39, p. 535–536]; however, we know exactly that Fedir had a family. On August 28, 1313, after a thorough examination, Charles Robert confirmed the donation of Borod to Fedir’s son Leuenthke [40, p. 28; 41, p. 266]. Fedir’s other children, Thoma dictus Fodor and his daughter Elisabeth (with Georgius, her husband, and comes Blasius, their adult son), are mentioned in the 1356 cadastre of Borod [42, p. 75, 224, 226, 246–248, 317]. The time of Fedir’s first mention in the charters suggests that 1239/40 should represent a terminus ante quem for his birth, which is another reason to believe that he was the one mentioned in the 1255 chronicle. Lev’s other son might also have belonged to the court of Iziaslav Volodymyrovych. For their merits, no record of which is available, he, his brother and father were granted Borod Land in Bereg County near Mukachevo by the wife of Rostyslav Mykhailovych [23, p. 125].

3. Conclusions

Therefore, we consider it possible to conclude that Lev and his sons, Fedir and Stephan, were among those who followed Prince Rostyslav Mykhailovych to Hungarian lands after 1245 or during the next fifteen years. The above-mentioned individuals must have been descended from the boyars of Chernihiv or Halych. Considering Lev’s age, he might have participated in the battle at Yaroslav on August 17, 1245 and might have been rewarded by Prince Rostyslav in the Hungarian kingdom, his new homeland. By contrast, his son Fedir must have been supporting Iziaslav, the son of Prince Volodymyr Ihorovych executed by Galician boyars in 1210/11, in his (albeit unsuccessful) attempt to gain possession of Halych while taking advantage of the Mongol threat to the lands of the Romanids in 1255. The latter event was recorded the 13th-century Chronicle of the Romanids. Though some researchers may rightly question the credibility of the textual criticism of the chronicle, its comparison with the 1264–1270 Hungarian charters allows for the possibility of identifying this particular Fedir as the lord of Borod Land located near Mukachevo in Bereg County.
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Однією із найменш досліджених сторінок біографії руського князя, племінника «за кужелем» короля Русі Данила Романовича – Ростислава Михайловича є його оточення в межах нової батьківщини – Угорського королівства поміж 1242/43–1262/64 рр. Із різнопланових джерел відомо про велику кількість його прихильників серед світської та церковної знаті не тільки в Угорщині, а й у Галицькій, Чернігівські та Болоховські землях. Однак про чітко названих джерелами осіб, що розділили долю князя-втікача в землях короля Бени IV особливо після поразки під Ярославом 17 серпня 1245 р., досі було відомо мало. Ми, шляхом верифікації літописних звісток та угорського актового матеріалу, дійшли висновку, що до близьких родин Ростислава Михайловича і принцеси Анни осіб сміливо можна залічити Лева, його синів Федора й Стефана – держателів землі Borod поблизу Мукачева у комітаті Берег. Ці, вочевидь знатні з походження люді, могли належати до чернігівської або галицької знаті, почергово, але безуспішно, підтримуючи упродовж 40–50-х рр. XIII ст. самого князя Ростислава або ж його троюрідного брата Ізяслава Володимировича на галицькій престол. Що важливо, завжди такі інспірації співпадали із монгольською загрозою вторгнення у володіння Романовичів, що додавало у перспективу претендентам на Галич додаткових шансів на успіх, утім – завжди невдало. За свої заслуги перед зятем угорського короля донька останнього Анна terminus ante quem 1264 р. ушанувала їх відповідним земельним наданням, котре почергово конфімрували як останні представники династії Арпадів на угорському престолі, так і нові королі з династії Анжу. Володіння Borod перебувало у власності родини щонайменше до другої половини XIV ст.
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